
Kayak User Guide

Specification for Double Person Kayak 470
Material: high quality drop stitch
Person max. 2 person
Length:470cm
Width: 70cm
Chamber: 3
Tube Diameter: 22×8cm
Max Loading: 340kg
Air Valves:3 Recessed One Way
Seam: Quadruple Overlapped
Floor:Attached High Pressure Drop Stitch Floor
Inflation Pressure:10 psi
Accessories included:
1. Two removable fabric seats
2. Two 3-section foldable heavy duty paddles
3. A carrying bag
4. A hand pump with pressure gauge
5. A repair kit
Packing: one standard export carton box.
Packing Size: 90*45*40 cm

Specification for Single Person Kayak 390
Material: high quality drop stitch
Person max. 1 person
Length: 390cm
Width: 70cm
Chamber: 3
Tube Diameter: 22×8cm
Max Loading: 220 kg
Air Valves:3 Recessed One Way
Seam: Quadruple Overlapped
Floor:Attached High Pressure Drop Stitch Floor
Inflation Pressure:10 psi
Accessories included:
1. Removable fabric seat
2. A 3-section foldable heavy duty paddle
3. Carrying bag
4. Hand pump with pressure gauge
5. Repair kit
Packing: one standard export carton box.
Packing Size: 90*45*40 cm



Notes:
Kayaks can be hard to see from a distance, especially at sea.Please try to
wear bright clothes and carry signal equipment
As with traffic, row on the right
If there are larger boats nearby, stay away from them
Buoys: if there are buoys on the water indicating forward or no-go areas,
please follow the instructions
You must wear a life jacket and choose one according to your weight. It will not
only float you, but also keep your body temperature.
You must carry a whistle, not only to call for help, but also to alert large ships
when they approach.

Maintenance:
note the following simple maintenance steps and your ship will bring you years
of fun.
Be as careful as possible when placing the boat on a rough or hard surface.
Please slide and drag the boat on the beach as far as possible. Do not place
the boat on a sharp surface to avoid foreign body piercing
Check hull and fittings (including seat, knee, back, foot, etc.) regularly and
tighten loose screws to ensure they are in good condition.
Pay special attention to the handle and check for looseness or damage.
When exposed to the hot sun or high temperature for a long time, please cover
and protect to avoid deformation, aging of plastics and accessories.
After use, please rinse with water to remove sand and salt, and extend the
service life of the ship and accessories.
Whatever the case, get into the habit of wearing a life jacket.Although Kayak's
safety factor is relatively large, but also try to avoid dangerous actions, such as
standing and fighting dangerous actions, to cause unnecessary capsize.To
know the best pitch, lift the OARS to the top of your head with your elbows at a
90-degree Angle. The best pitch is the distance between your hands.
In hand and shoulder are the same as wide, about the width of blade on the
right side of the first row, when in hand paddle down the upper body turn to the
right of nature, left arm unbend and shoulder are the same as high, about
when crossed the kayaking body to the right, when the right paddle backward
surface, the body naturally turn to the left, and then the left paddle into the
water, the location of the right hand over the boat moved to the left, at the
same time use the foot pedal to increase strength, (right hand paddles, right



foot push), back to the blade, blade height not more than the height of the
shoulder, the back water action contrary.Try not to swing the body up and
down, should be parallel swing, as far as possible to maintain a stable center
of gravity.

Warning
No protection against drowning
Not for children’s use
Do not use in offshore wind
Do not use in offshore current
Do not jump onto the kayak
Do not use a compressor for inflation
Do not overinflate
Check pressure regularly
For swimmers only
Always wear a coast guard approved personal flotation device
Read instructions first
Use only under proper supervision


